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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let f and k be non-negative functions on (0, a)). The convolution k * f is 
defined by 
k * f(x) = lrn k(t) f(x/t) t 
0 
’ dt = lm f(t) k(x/t) t-’ dt, 
0 
which we assume exists for all large x. Such transforms have applications in 
analysis and probability, where f and its transform k * f can play many 
different roles: see [4, Sects. 1, 8; 5, Chap. 13, Sect. 51. 
We denote by 
p = lim sup F, 
x-m (l-1) 
the order off and by 
&(s)=((:P-‘k(t)dt Qo<s<p,) (1.2) 
the Mellin transform of k, assumed finite for some finite po,p, with 
p E bo, pl). The sign of I?‘@) plays a key role in our results. 
Solutions to either of the inequalities 
k*f(x)> 6@)+4)lf(x) (x--t aj), (1.3) 
k*f(x)~{~@)+o(l))f(x) (x-+ 00) (1.4) 
are extremal for many problems in the theory of functions [4, Sect. 8). 
Functions of the form 
f(x) = xPL(x) (1.5) 
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where for each fixed u > 0 
L(ux) - L(x) (x+ oo), (1.6) 
are easily seen to satisfy both (1.3) and (1.4), and the results of [4] show 
that, in general, solutions may be written as (1.5), (1.6) for a large set of x; 
this is the origin of our title. However, these results were limited by 
unnecessary restrictions on f and k which can now be eliminated (see 
Remark 2.1 below); as applications we prove below (Theorem 3 and 
Section 9) that the (always present, in general) exceptional sets can in some 
cases be smaller than expected from [ 4 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let f and k be as above and satisfy (1.3). Suppose 
fE La[O,x) forall x < ~0, (1.7) 
lim inf ’ 
I 
f&4 >. - x-m 1% f(x) 1 ’ (l-8) 
&p) > 0, (1.9) 
l(O) < co. (1.10) 
Then there exists a set G c (1, CO) with 
i,,-,,,.,, I--’ dt- logx (x-, 03) (1.11) 
such that f is of the form (1.5), where (1.6) holds as x+ co in G. Moreot’er, 
k * f(x) - &> f (x) (x--t oo,xE G). (1.12) 
THEOREM 2. Let f, k be as in Theorem 1 with (1.10) omitted and (1.3), 
(1.9) replaced by (1.4) and 
P(p) < 0. 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold. 
(1.13) 
Examples discussed in [4] show that in general, positive results can be 
expected only on a set as (1.11). However, there is one situation in which we 
can do better: 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be in force with (1.13) 
replaced bjl 
RI@) = 0. (1.14) 
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Then Ihe conclusions of Theorem 1 hold. Moreover. gicen t; > 0, [he 
reverse inequali&J~ 
k*S(x)> m.P)-df(4 (1.15) 
holds on a set G, with 
.i, >[a hj 
t- ' dt - log(b/a) (1.16) 
r,: , 
whenever 
a-, co, b/a + 03. (1.17) 
If we take a+ co, E+O slowly in (1.16), we see that (1.16) implies (1.11). 
but the converse implication fails. 
2. REMARKS 
1. Our Theorems 1 and 2 make several improvements over 
Theorems 2 and 6.1 of 14 J. The oscillations of k therein were limited, respec- 
tively, by 
,-x 
J, k(t)t-‘“+“dt<O(l)x-‘k(x) (x+0) 
for some fixed p > p, or by 
[“k(l)t-‘Dt”dr<O(l)x-‘k(x) (x--, a) 
- x 
for some /3 < p. These assumptions are satisfied in the applications 
considered in 141, but fail for such common kernels as that of Riemann 
summation [ 7, p. 83 ] 
2 (sin t)’ 
k(t) = ; t. 
Our other improvement here is that (1.P) replaces the more stringent 
(2.1) 
of 141. However, assumption (1.8) is essential in these theorems. We can, for 
example, let E(X) (x > 0) be a function with -1 Q E(X) < 0, 
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J ‘:“n” E(X) x- ’ dx = o( 1) (n + co). Then J(x) = 2 + E(X) satislies (1.3). 
However, if (1.8) is dropped, we can have max ) s(x)1 = 1 (2” < x < 2”+ ‘) for 
each n, and 2 + E(X) can oscillate on a thicker set than allowed in 
Theorem 1. (This observation applies to Theorem 2 as well, with 
f(x) = 2 - E(X).) 
2. In place of (1.8), we use the equivalent condition (cf. [3]) that for 
someO,<M<ao andO<v<l, 
f( L’) 2 v-(x)( Y/x)-” (1 <x < VI* (2.2) 
We assume, for convenience, that A4 > Ip,,j, where p0 is given in (1.2). 
3. The conditions on k near 0 and 00 discussed in 2.1 above were 
used in [ 41 with an argument of Barry [ 1 ] to establish (1.12), where (1.11) 
holds. In Sect. 5 of [4 1, (1.12) was supplemented by 
k*f(x)-I’(‘) k(t) j-(x/t) t - ’ dt (x- m,xE G), (2.3) 
,4(X) -’ 
where A(x) is a generic positive function which approaches GO as x + co. 
Once (1.12) and (2.3) are known the arguments of [4, Sect. 61 give (lS), 
(1.6) for x E G; this portion of [4J requires only our assumptions in 
Theorem 1, except that (2.1) replaces (1.8). However, the argument of [6, 
Sect. 9 1 shows that only (1.8) is needed there. 
4. It is possible to replace (1.7) and (1.10) by other hypotheses, but we 
need to ensure that 
r’f(t) k(x/t) t-’ dt = o(f(x)) (x --) 00) 
J 0 
(2.4) 
for any fixed x0. That (1.7), (1.8) and (1.10) give (2.4) is shown in [4, 
p. 25 1 I. 
5. Our results do not require that f be continuous, but the proofs are 
clearer if we impose this additional assumption. We do this, and note that in 
the general case we would, for example in (3.10), take t, > isup{t E T,,}, etc. 
6. Conclusion (1.11) is that G has logarithmic density 1 and (1.16) 
that G, has strong log density 1. Recall that if E c [ 1, co), and 
Gw)~ = f t-l dt, 
-En[l,X) 
then 
- .T m,(Jqx)) log dens = hm 
x -92 logx * 
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3. A BOUND ON SLOW OSCI~,LATIO~ 
In Sections 34 we assume the conditions of Theorem I. 
LEMMA 1. For u < p and A ? 1 let 
E( a, A I = u (x, 7 .vA (3-l) 
where y,, > 1, yn > Ax,, , and 
f(r) t -n < j-(x,> x, n (x, < t < Y,). 
Then given E > 0, there exists A, = AJE, a) such that 
log dens E[a, A ] < E (A > A,). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
ProoJ Since E(a, A 1 z Ela’, A ] (a’ > a), it may be assumed from (1.9) 
that &a) < &) and 
p. < P - do -P) < a(@+ (3.4) 
where p,, and p, are given in (1.2). Choose c > 0 with 
&(a) < (1 - 3a) &) (3.5) 
and take A, so large that 
f”k(t)fP- ‘dt <a&). 
“0 
(3.6) 
Let ,?[a, A] be the family of intervals described in (3.1) and (3.2). 
Assumption (1 .l) implies that lim sup t-“f(r) = co, so it is possible to 
enlarge the intervals of E if necessary so that x, > 1, x, + co, and 
fk,)~,~ = ,yy, f(t) t-a T 00. (3.7) 
Now 
k * j-(x,) = ix k(x,/t)f(t) t-’ dt 
-0 
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We have already noted in (2.4) that I, = o(f(x,)), so this with (3.2) and 
(3.5) gives 
k * j-(X,) <j-(X,) o(l) + irn 
1 
k(u) u--O-’ du + [3c k(X,/t)f(l) f -’ dl 
- XdS” I . .S” 
G ( 1 - 30 + o(l)} &@) f(X,) + icz k(xvt) f(f) t.- ’ dt 
.)” n 
(n -, co). (3.8) 
Now for each n let 
T,= (t~Yn;f~)t-P’~~f(X,)X,P’). (3.9) 
SinceJhas order p < p, , T,, is bounded. If, however, T, were empty for some 
large n, then (3.6) shows that (3.8) would become 
k *f&J ,< (1-a) &W-(x,) 
for such n, a contradiction. Thus r, # 0 for large n, and so we choose 
tn=max(tE T,). (3.10) 
We claim that 
(3.11) 
indeed, if x, < I,, < ~1, for some m, then I, > t, and so (3.2), (3.9) imply 
.m,) f0,) .mJ fhl> -=-- 
f(x,) fkn) fk) f(L) 
~(~)p’(~)p’(~)~>(~)p’, 
which contradicts the choice of t, in (3.10). 
If we take E* [a, A ] = U (x,) t,) (disjoint union), then (3.11) shows that 
E[a,A] G E*[a, A]. Let 
k, = (log t,)- ’ q{E* [a, A IO,)) (< 1); (3.12) 
we claim that 
lim sup k, ( E (n -+ al). (3.13) 
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To prove (3.13). we recall from (3.9), (3.7), (3.12) and the choice of a in 
(3.4) that 
J’(f,,) = ]“J J (*J , f,,l”Jf$+) 
I 2 I I 
As n + co, we see from (I. 1) that (3.13) holds. Since E G E*, (3.3) now 
follows from (3.13). 
4. A FURTHER RESTRICTION ON SLOW OSCILLATION 
The method of [3 1 allows a strengthening of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. For a’ ( p, A’ > 1, consider a union of closed intervals 
with 
Fla’,A’] = u I%, Y”] (4.1) 
u,> 1, Y, > A’u,, (4.2) 
f(Yn) Y, n ’ < f(u,) u, n ‘* (4.3 1 
Then gitlen c: > 0 there exists A{, = A;(&, a’) such that 
log dens F[ a’, A’ 1 < E (A’ > A;,). (4.4) 
The value of Lemma 2 is that (4.3) is a condition that need only be 
verified at the endpoints of an interval; cf. (3.2). 
ProoJ With 
(a’ <) a = ;(a’ + p) (< p) (4.5) 
choose A,, so large that 
(logx) ‘m,(Ela,A](x)} < &(a-a’)l2(M+a)l ’ (A > A,), (4.6) 
where E[a, A] is as in Lemma 1 (recall from Section 2.2 that a > -M, SO 
M + a > 0). Next, let v and M be as in (2.2), and then take A; large enough 
so 
u(Ab)” ,,’ > AoUtn, (4.7) 
log(u-‘)<(M+a)logAh. (4.8) 
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Now let F(a’, A’] be as in (4-l)-(4.3) with A’ > A;. For n > 1 let 
(4.9) 
We claim that the set U Ix,,, y,] has been analyzed by Lemma 1. First, if 
x, ( t < yn, (4.9) fails so that 
f(t) f(f) f(u 1 -=- -<($)‘(~)‘=l$)a (X,<l,<Y,), f&J f@“> fC?J 
which is (3.2). Now from (2.2), (4.3) and (4.9) we see that 
“y” ( ) 
-w< f(vJ _ f(YJ f(%J 
XII f(X”) mm 
<(l$(K$y$-~(L$; 






> VIl(M+a)(~~)cn-(I’)/c:~+a) >A,(4.1()) 
/ 
n 
and soy,, > Aox,, as required by Lemma 1. Finally since m,[u,, y,,] ) log AI,, 
(4.8) and (4.10) imply 
(4.11) 
so (4.4) is a consequence of (4.6) and Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 1. The function f of Theorem 1 has lower order p; i.e., the 
limit p exists in (1.1). 
Proof. Otherwise one could take u = U, and find arbitrarily large y, as in 
(4.3). 
5. CONTROL OF LARGE OSCILLATIONS 
The result here is suggested by Theorem 2 of [2]; we now limit the set 
where f locally grows faster than order p. 
LEMMA 3. Given p < r < p, and A > I 1 let 
where yJx, > A, x, > 1 and 
S(4’JL.n T >fs(x,> x, ?- (5.1) 
Then given E > 0, there exists A,, = A&, r) with 
logdensPjr,A) <E (A > Ad (5.2) 
ProoJ The arguments have much in common with those of Lemmas 1 
and 2. We first replace (5.1) by 
fO> t-l >f(x,) xi’ (x, < t < VA (5.3) 
once (5.2) is established under (5.3) we obtain the full lemma by modifying 
the arguments used already to prove Lemma 2. 
Given r>p, s>O. choose r,, a’and q withp,<a’(p<r,<r, q>O, 
and 
r,.s-Mq+a’(l -q)>p+)c(r-p); (5.4) 
recall M is determined in (2.2). Next, take A’ in Lemma 2 so large that 
(cf. (4.4)) 
q{F[a’, A’l(x)l < rl log x (5.5) 
for large x and then A, so large that (with v and M as in (2.2)) 
vA’(A’) .I4 > A” (A 2 4). (5.6) 
Given a set Z/r, AJ, now assumed to satisfy (5.3) on each component 




so that (5.3) holds on each interval (XL. ~$1, we then set xk =x,, .v; = y,. 
This is possible since f(t) t m-T + 0. 
Let the integers n 2 2 be appointed to the subsets I,, I,, I? as follows: 
nEZ,ox; <A/y,-,, 
n E 1, Q n (r Z,,~(Y,.-~)(Y, -JR >fWW-nl (5.8) 
nEz,on~z,,f(y,-,)(y,-,)-“<f(x,)(x,)-”, 
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where A’ is determined by (5.5). For m E I,, we have from (2.2) and (5.6) 
that 
f( Y*> fhJ 
mm) f(Ym-1) 
> (~)‘“pJ a(E)- (mEI,); (5.9) 
when m E I, we obtain in a similar way 
f(Ym) _ f(Ym) fkn) 
f(Ym-1) f&n> f(Y,-1) 
>(z)T’(2) -‘t4 (mEZ,)(5.10) 
and for m E I, 
f(ym) > (z)7’(--f$)a (mEI,). 
f(Y,-1) 
(5.11) 
Now suppose there were a subsequence of the y,, (which we call y,) for 
which 
m,Pf’lwW,N >~logy,. (5.12) 
Then since 
we would have from (5.9)-(5.11) that 
and if (5.5) (5.12) and (5.4) were applied, it would follow that 
f(~,) > expl(h Y,N ~,&--Mq+a’(l-q)}lf(??,) 
~expl(~og~,){~+t~(~-~)tlf(r,) 
= ( yn)ptwZMT- “‘f( y,) (n --) Co). 
This clearly contradicts ( 1. l), so (5.12) is impossible. 
COROLLARY 1. The asymptotic formula (2.3) holds. 
ProoJ Take p,, < a <p < 7 <p,. Then for large A, Fla, A] and 8[r, A] 
have smaller upper logarithmic density. For x 6? Fla, A] U 8’(r, A 1 with 
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A(x) > A we have (2.3). Since A may be taken arbitrarily large. (2.3) 
follows. 
The inequalities which follow next will play a key role in our later 
analysis. 
COROLLARY 2. Given p < r < p2 and E > 0, then there exist 
k=k(s,~)>Oandk,=k,(t,~)<m with 
fo’)Y ‘>kf(x)x T9 I ,<y<x, x@E, (5.13) 
fo1)Y ‘<k,f(x)x -3 x<y<oo, x4E, (5.14) 
with 
log dens E < E. (5.15) 
Proof: We show only (5.13). Choose A and 8’ as in Lemma 3 (this 
depends on r and a). Then (5.13) certainly holds with k = 1 when 
I ,< Ay < x. But if (x/.4) < JJ < x, we see at once from (2.2) that 
s(v) >,,s(x) x yvs(x); 
0 4” ’ XT 4’ ’ XT 
(5.13) is satisfied with k= v. 
6. COMPLETION OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
Let p,, < a < p be given. In order to obtain an upper bound for 
k*f-&.+I- we o f II ow Barry’s method in 1 I ] and introduce 
D(x)=D,(x)= ix {k*f(y)-&&f(y)} 4’ (n-“dy 
‘x0 
=ju”‘k(t)t-““‘)dt /jl;:- i”/ f(y)y ‘a+‘)dy. (6.1) 
i . x,, 
where, by (1.3), 1 <x0 =x0(a) is so large that k * f(y) - l(a)J’( y) > 0 
(Y>%)- 
LEMMA 4. Given E > 0, there exist B < 00 and 6 > 0 such that for all a 
in 
p-b<a<p (6.2) 
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we have 
where 
D(x) < w-(x)/f), x+00, x6EE=E(a), (6.3) 
log dens E < E. (6.4) 
Remark. Barry’s upper bound for D is of the nature 
D < Bx-“k * f(x), (6.5) 
valid for all large x and independent of E, but requires some smoothness of k. 
It is easy to see that the stronger conclusion (6.5) does not follow for all x 
under the general hypothesis (1.3). Our B in (6.3) depends on E, but not 
on a. 
Proof. Choose r with p < r < p, and then k = k(7, E) and k,(s, E) as in 
(5.13), (5.14). 
To estimate D, we use the second representation in (6.1), and first note 
that for 1 < t < 03, 
If k = 0 a.e. on (1, co) it is clear that 
I 
cc 
k(t) t- cu+l,& f(Y)Y-‘“+“~Y<o 
I 
(x > x0, x4 E) (6.7) 
but we claim that (6.7) holds even if k & 0 on (1, co). First, we have from 
(1.7) that 
(a = 0) 
(a > 0) (6.8) 
(a < 0) 
when 1 < t < co; in (6.8) the O(1) depends on a. In any of these cases, the 
assumptions (1.10) and that p,, < a < pr give 
,f; W t- (at11 (jt I 
xn 
x,,,tf(y)y- (a+“dy< O(l), (6.9) 
where the O(1) again may depend on a. 
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Now suppose .Y 6Z I:‘. so that (5.13) holds. Then if I > 1. 
and hence, if k f 0, a.e. on (1, co), we recall that u < r and deduce that 
ix k(t)(t-.” - t .‘) t- ’ dt 
. I 
> v(a) f(x) x -. n (x @ E). (6. IO) 
According to Corollary 1 of Lemma 2, the last term of (6.10) tends to co as 
x-t co, so (6.9) and (6.10), when applied to the left side of (6.7), yield the 
inequality (6.7) in general. 
Finally, since f 2 0, we rewrite (5.14) and obtain 
< k,x-‘f(x) i’ k(t) t co+f)dt ix ‘y’ o ’ dy 
. 0 . .r 
=k,(r-a)x-“f(x) ~‘k(t)t~n[tf~~~T- lif ‘dt 
.: ” 
< s,(a)x-“f(x). 
When this is combined with (6.7) in (6.1) we obtain (6.3) (recall: r > p is 
fixed!). 
We now follow, with slight modifications, Barry’s analysis of (6.3). It is 
clear from (6.3) and (1.1) that 
qx) < xu-” 1 O(l) (x 4 E), (6.1 I) 
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where E satisfies (6.4). Thus (6.11) yields 





< Ip-a+o(l)jlog.u (x @i E). (6.12) 
F,= t>2x,,tGE;t~>p-a/> 
I E 
where E is described in (6.3). Then since the integrand in (6.12) is positive 
for all x > x0, we see at once (with cE being the complement of E) that 
m,(F,(x)}@ - a) E- ’ = 1 (p-a)&-‘t-‘dt< jp-ato(l)Jlogx 
“’ [f/L’Pl(X) 
and this and (6.4) show that 
m,ilFcUEl(x)l <3E+0(1) 
log x (x 66 E); 
note that this bound does not depend on a. 
On the complement of F, U E, we see from (6. l), (6.12), (6.13) and 
estimate (6.3) that 
k * f(t) < &a) f(t) t @ - a) E .- ItaD 
Q (&a) t B@ - a) E -‘) f(t). 
In particular, since B does not depend on a, we may choose a so near p that 
B(p - a) < s*: this determines 6 > 0 in (6.2). Thus, since k increases near p, 
we have 
where the exceptional set in (6.15) has upper logarithmic density at most 3s. 
We have already proved (2.3) as Corollary 1 in Section 5, and since E is 
arbitrary in (6.15) we have just proved (1.12). According to Remark 3 of 
Section 2, we have proved Theorem 1. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The steps needed here are dual to those used to prove Theorem 1. 
However, several simplifications may also be made. For example, if we take 
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u < p with k(u) > I&Y) + 2c with c > 0 (possible according to (1.13)) we see 
that an inequality of the nature 
f’(Y) ~f(X)(Y/X) R (x/A Q Y < Ax) (7.1) 
cannot hold for arbitrarily large A and x since then k *f(x) 2 
44 f(x) 2 QP) + c 1 S(x) f or such X. This makes the analogues of the 
arguments of Sections 2 and 3 unnecessary. 
Now choose a, with p0 < a0 < p; E decreases on the interval [a,, p 1 since 
(1.13) holds and I? is convex. Then as in (5.13) and (5.14) we have 
f(y)y-““<kf(x)x-““, l<y<x, x4E, 
f(y) y-‘1o > k,f(x) x-O’, x,<y<m, x@E? 
where k, k, > 0, and (5.15) holds. Confine a to 
f@+a,)<a<p 




D(x)= 1’ $(a)f(y)-k*f(y)\ yecn+‘)dy. (7.5) 
Then (6.3) again holds, and the proof of Theorem 2 follows as before. 
8. THEOREM 3 
In the special situation that p@) = 0, we note from the strict convexity of 
t that if a < p ( r, then &(a) > &I), l(r) > k(p). According to the remarks in 
Section 7, this means that the sets a[r, A 1 of Lemma 3 and F[a, A) of 
Lemma 2 are in fact empty for large A = A(a, 5). In particular k and k, may 
be chosen independently of E in (5.13) and (5.14). Thus, in the situation of 
Lemma 4, we readily obtain the global bound 
D(x) < Bx-“f(x), x+ al, (8.1) 
if D is as in (7.5), where B is a constant independent of a in (7.4). 
It is also possible to obtain a global lower bound for D. Since F[a, A 1 is 
empty for large A, given r > p, we see from (5.13) that 
f( Y) 2 M-(x)( Y/X)’ (X” < x < Y) (8.2) 
holds with k = k(r) > 0 and no exceptional set. Also, there is a c > 0 with 
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l(a) - l@) > 2~. Thus for large x, the integrand of (7.5) is bounded below 
by cf(y)-“-’ and this with (8.2) gives 
D(x) > k,(r - p)- ’ x-f(x) (8.3) 
for x > x0(a). where the constant on the right side of (8.3) is independent of 
a < p if (7.4) holds. 
We now see easily from (8.1) and (8.3) that if b > a and a is large, then 
-:lgf=log (z) <log(g) -(a+o(l))log$. r (8.4) 
In particular, if a + co, b/a + co as in (1.17) we recall that F[r,A] and 
F[ a, A 1 are empty for large A and any fixed a < p < r. Thus 
and this simplifies (8.4) to 
The analysis at the end of Section 6 now may be readily adapted to give 
(1.15) and (1.16). 
9. APPLICATION 
If g(z) is an entire function with zeros on the negative axis and g(0) = 1, 
and the order p of log M(r, g) is less than one, we recall the standard 
formula 
where n(t, g) is the number of zeros of g in (1 z] ,< t ). This is a convolution 
equation with f = n(t, g), k * f = log M(r, g) and 
0) = &, &)=ncsmp (O<p< 1). 
When p = +, R satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 (recall Remark 2.4), so 
we have the final 
160 I). DRASIN 
COROLLARY. Let g(z) be a canonical product of order f with negative 
zeros. If 
logM(r,g)~(n+o(l)}n(r,g) (r+ a) 
then given E > 0 the reverse inequality 
logM(r,g)~{(x-&)n(r,g) 
holds on a set G, as described in (1.16), (1.17). 
If it is further assumed that r- I;” log M(r, g) is bounded above and below 
by positive constants, the result is known 14, p. 2391. 
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